Ukraine Section

Section Vitality and Membership Development

Last elections of the IEEE Ukraine Section Officers have been conducted in 2021. Since 2019, Vice-Chair becoming the next Section Chair. Starting from January, 2022 the Section OpCom is represented by the following volunteers:

- Ievgen Pichkalov, Chair
- Iryna Ivasenko, Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect
- Felix Yanovsky, Past Chair
- Mariya Antyufeyeva, Secretary
- Mykhaylo Melnyk, Treasurer

The election process began back in July with the sending of an e-notice to Section members. I looked at the statistics from IEEE e-notice: sent and delivered to 295, opened by 156, clicked by 16. This is webpage of election: https://ieee.org.ua/section-election/.

Several virtual Section OpCom meetings have been held. Despite all the difficulties, this year we carried out mailings to members on the membership development. Our goal was to communicate the benefits of membership. As a result, we managed to achieve the 2023 IEEE MGA MRRC Recruitment Award.

Students

List of IEEE Ukraine Section Student Branches (SB):
- STB07531 National Tech Univ of Ukraine - Kyiv Poly Inst
- STB10150 NTU Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute
- STB10152 Central Ukrainian National Technical University
- STB11251 Natl Aviation University
- STB11548 O.S. Popov Odessa National Academy of Telecom
- STB15143 Institute of Radio Astronomy NAS Ukraine (not active)
- STB16281 Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University
- STB60581 Ternopil State Economic Univ
- STB61741 Kharkov State Tech Univ of Radio Elect
- STB62581 Lviv Polytechnic Natl Univ
- STB65561 National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
- STB99383 VN Karazin Kharkiv National University

This year and the next 2 we will focus on student membership as a priority for us.

Affinity Groups

List of IEEE Ukraine Section Affinity Groups:
- WE80063 Ukraine Section Affinity Group, WIE
- YP80063 Ukraine Section Affinity Group, YP
- SBA62581 Lviv Polytechnic Natl Univ, WIE

Affinity Group Chairs are voting members of the Section Executive Committee.

Chapters

List of IEEE Ukraine Section Chapters:
- CH08342 Ukraine Section Chapter, PHO36
- CH08739 Ukraine Section Chapter, COM19
- CH08762 Ukraine Section Chapter, EMB18
- CH08872 Ukraine Section Chapter, IT12
- CH08884 Ukraine Section Chapter, NANO42
- CH08187 Ukraine Sec, AP03/ED15/MMT/EP21/SSC37 West
- CH08199 Ukraine Section, AP/NPS/AES/ED/MMT/GRS East
Chapter Chairs are voting members of the Section Executive Committee. The IEEE conference Section system is built around the structure of Chapters for their development. We also make sure that all Chapters provide annual reporting.

Industry

We are building cooperation with industrial partners through our IEEE conferences.

Planned activities

We plan to draw up a plan of IEEE conferences for 5-10 years in order to work more systematically in this direction. The plan should be finalized by the end of the year.

How Region 8 can be of help to your Section, members, and activities

It would be important to create R8 scholarships and grants for scientists and engineers from countries in crisis.